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Abstract—Rapid development of mobile technology and grow-
ing number of users open new possibilities in the context of using
mobile devices in the healthcare. Despite that, the resources and
computing power of these devices are still far less than desktop
computers. Thus, one can take into account these limitations
when designing applications for such devices. On the other hand,
the increasing functionality of mobile devices makes them a
real alternative for a traditional PC in certain areas. Nowadays,
the mobility becomes one of the most required feature for the
information system users. They require to be connected and have
access to data all the time at any location. This is also true
in the context of hospital environment where the medical staff
must collect, update and retrieve various type of data. EMeH
Platform is a solution that provides the possibility to create
efficient distributed applications based on the SOA paradigm.
It offers universal environment that allows to integrate PDAs,
smartphones, tablets as well as specialized barcode scanners
and RFID readers with the existing hospital information system.
Layered and flexible design that reflect real usage scenarios,
efficient and economic resource usage and consistent dynamically
generated user interface makes EMeH Platform interesting
extension to the traditional hospital information systems.

I. INTRODUCTION

HEALTHCARE domain is one of the most dynamic and

promising field of the IT appliance nowadays. As studies

shows the IT infrastructure and software can increase the

productivity and revenue of hospitals [1], [2], however, the

medical personnel spend more time on data entry at the front

of PC instead being with patients. The use of mobile devices in

medical information systems creates the possibility of reducing

this negative effect [3].

In the recent years the mobile devices became more univer-

sal and popular. The PDA, smartphone or tablets offer increas-

ing functionality and power. There are also specialized mobile

devices equipped with barcode scanners, RFID readers and

GPS receivers. Currently, these devices, though still weaker

than desktop PC, have enough power to become interesting

alternative to them and can play the role of complex IT system

terminals.

Implementing the entire functionality of a hospital informa-

tion system (HIS) as mobile application is pointless due to

the imposed limits of the devices, eg. entering of a long text

is still inconvenient and time consuming. However, in some

cases, the mobility becomes one of the most important feature.

Barcode scanners and RFID readers can greatly accelerate the

process of collecting data about medical equipment, drugs and

patients. The tablets can be used by medical staff to present

patient health record (Electronic Health Record, EHR) close to

his bed. Emergency situations are the next field where mobility

becomes important and useful.

As mentioned previously, there are many possible mobile

services that can enrich HIS. Typically they are realized as

dedicated and separated applications, which makes the process

of software development and management more difficult and

expensive. The need to create many simple applications raises

the idea of using service-oriented architecture (SOA) [4].

According to the SOA, applications will be replaced by web

services used by the client’s applications. To minimize the

resource requirements imposed on mobile device, such a client

application responsible for providing user interface should be

implemented using thin-client paradigm.

In this paper we describe the EMeH Platform that allows to

utilize various mobile devices in the healthcare environment.

What is more important the EMeH Platform allows full

integration with existing HIS system and follows newest trends

in building distributed applications for network environment.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II briefly presents

current trends on mobile device markets. The concept of the

EMeH Platform is described in Section III. Detailed descrip-

tion of the client application is presented in Section IV, while

Section V contains a description of the service environment.

Related works are discussed in Section VI. Finally, concluding

remarks are presented in Section VII.

II. MOBILE PLATFORMS

In the recent years mobile devices market has dynamically

developed. Therefore, a number of available mobile platforms

and operating systems is considerable. Table I shows summary

of the most popular mobile operating systems in the space of

last two years.

Currently Google Android is the most popular operating

system among all mobile platforms. It’s market share has

increased four-times last year, thereupon at the moment it has

more users than the previous leader of ranking - Symbian

operating system. Second mobile platform, which increased

it’s market share last year is Apple iOS. All other platforms

have lost some of their popularity.

Regardless of the rapid development of the most recent

platforms, there is a limited group of mobile devices, created

precisely for specialized usage and amongst which vast ma-

jority are based on operating systems from Windows Mobile

family. These devices, called mobile computers (e.g. hand-

held computers, wearable computers, vehicle-mounted mobile

computers) can have various additional modules or peripherals
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TABLE I
TOP MOBILE PLATFORMS - GARTNER, MAY 2011 [5]

Mobile platform Market Share 2010 / 2011 [%] Trend

Android 9.6 / 36.0 +

Symbian 44.2 / 27.4 -

Apple iOS 15.3 / 16.8 +

RIM Blackberry 19.7 / 12.9 -

Windows Mobile/Phone 7 6.8 / 3.6 -

Other OS 4.4 / 3.3 -

such as barcode scanners, RFID readers or can be adjusted to

heavy duty (rugged mobile computer).

This kind of specialized devices can be extensively applica-

ble in modern healthcare systems, hence the client application

for the EMeH Platform was created for this mobile platform

above all. However, keeping in mind actual statistics, Android

version of client application was implemented to reach wider

group of users and devices as well.

III. GENERAL CONCEPT

The EMeH Platform was built to verify the capabilities

of modern mobile devices in terms of creating e-healthcare

[6] platform. E-healthcare associated with mobile devices is

commonly called in the literature as mobile healthcare—m-

healthcare or m-health [7]. The EMeH Platform is composed

of client application for mobile devices and web service

environment, which runs medical applications as services.

Platform architecture was based on the SOA paradigm, which

can be described as a modular, scalable and interoperable

approach for building systems architecture. Thanks to these

features, the SOA is the appropriate approach for placing a

variety of simple applications in distributed network as web

services. Basic client application was built using thin-client

architecture with adaptive user interface. Furthermore, an

effort was made to apply SOA guidelines to mobile devices—

special services located at client’s side are also available for

created application.

The SOA paradigm is a crucial idea, which affected the

design of this m-healthcare system. Frequently the infrastruc-

ture of medical facilities is expanded and its elements have to

cooperate with each other. Hence its necessary to create sepa-

rated modules with diverse functionalities on various devices

and to provide communication between them. The SOA favors

modularity of systems and ensures easy scalability. In addition

usage of common interface (such as REST [8]) for accessing

services assures interoperability of created applications. Such

an architecture enables creation of web services which will

be available to many users on various devices. Moreover, it is

easy to access these services, because users need to install

only client applications on their devices. The web service

environment was created as a runtime environment for web

services to simplify design and deployment of applications.

The assumption that every module of the system can be

a separate web service in the distributed network, enforces

client-server architecture of interaction between mobile de-

vices and applications. Thus, the EMeH Platform can be

Fig. 1. General system idea

divided into two basic parts:

• Client application - created as a thin-client application

working on mobile device,

• Web service environment - real medical applications

consumed by client application and running in prepared

runtime environment.

General idea of the system is presented in the Figure 1. To

communicate with web service, every device needs only client

application installed on the device. Main medium of commu-

nication between mobile device and web service is wireless

network. However, it is possible to use Bluetooth technology

or other ones to communicate with certain additional devices

(at client’s side) as well.

A. Client application

Client applications installed on mobile devices act similarly

to web browsers, since they are thin clients. What makes

difference between them is the fact, that web browsers connect

to servers to browse web pages, whereas discussed client ap-

plications communicate with web services located on servers

dedicated for purposes of medical institutions. Graphical user

interface in the client application is generated based on data

obtained from services. It determines web services’ ability to

control the activity of client application. Client application as

a thin client makes it possible to consume various services

simultaneously and the effect of such actions depends solely

on service creator.

Additionally, client applications have the possibility to use

services located at client’s side - local services. This kind of

service is created as an extra library and extends functionality

of client application, therefore it can be called plugin. Plugins

allow client application to use device specific peripherals

such as barcode scanners, Bluetooth communication modules,

RFID reader modules, etc. It is a significant mechanism of

easy extending functionality with virtually no restrictions.

Moreover, it provides extensions to client application without

necessity to reinstall it. This gives web services the ability to

command mobile device to do extra operations such as reading

barcode after defined user action (e.g. pressing the button) or

communicating with other devices using Bluetooth module.

Main tasks of client application running on mobile device

are invocation of services by sending requests, processing of

received responses from services and presentation of processed
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Fig. 2. Client-Service interaction flow

data to the user. It needs to be emphasized that client applica-

tion does not interfere with content of presented data in any

way, it only affects the way of displaying data on the screen.

The general application flow of client application is shown

in the Figure 2. Every user action on mobile device triggers

invocation of certain service, which in consequence can change

the data displayed on device’s screen. Description of mappings

between user actions and service invocations is included

in responses received by client application. In short, such

behavior can be described as a feedback loop.

Invocation of service can be parameterized by additional

parameters obtained from user interface or provided in preced-

ing responses from services. User actions can be explained as

any interaction with client application - for example it can be

pressing the button, inserting text into textbox or even chang-

ing the orientation of the screen (rotating device). On the other

hand, service invoked by client application, in general, returns

commands in order to create or modify the graphical user

interface, or to send request to some services. Summarizing,

the information flow in client application is event-driven - it

is triggered and controlled by actions performed by user.

B. Services

Services are the part of system responsible for data process-

ing. There are two kinds of services:

• Web services – installed in runtime environment for web

services and located on servers, accessed by client ap-

plications using Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN).

According to the SOA paradigm, medical applications for

the EMeH Platform are designed as web services;

• Local services for mobile device – client application can

utilize also services located directly on mobile device.

This element expands the interpretation of the SOA

paradigm through having services located not only on

servers, but also as software (especially libraries) working

at the client’s side.

Figure 3 presents the distribution of services, which can

be accessed by client application by sending requests. It

shows clear division to local services and web services. Local

services can do various operations on mobile device, inter

alia scanning barcodes, communicating via Bluetooth module

or using GPS receiver. Whereas web services are medical

applications situated in runtime environment.

Fig. 3. Service types

In general, the network communication in general causes

many security threats [9]. E-healthcare systems in many

instances use confidential data (such as passwords, patient

personal data, etc.), hence to protect against intrusive access

of unauthorized parties, the system has to provide safe data

transfer. To protect from unauthorized access, the EMeH

Platform encrypts transfered data using HTTPS protocol with

Secure Socket Layer (SSL) certificates. Besides in runtime

environment there is an user session state management, which

goal is to maintain information about user identity and activ-

ities.

IV. CLIENT APPLICATION

In this section we describe architecture of the client applica-

tion for the EMeH Platform in detail. Further, we discuss self-

updating application model applied to the client application.

A. Client architecture

As it was mentioned in the previous section, application

running on mobile device is based on the thin client archi-

tecture. Thereupon, its work is focused on effective service

invocation and proper presentation of received data. However,

it’s important to note that while processing responses from

services application neither does not interfere, nor modifies

the content of these responses, but only transforms them to

graphical user interface.

There can be distinguished three basic layers of the client

architecture: presentation layer, logic layer and communication

layer. Each of them is described below.

Presentation layer

Client application was designed to work with various mobile

devices to achieve interoperability in the EMeH Platform.

These devices can differ in many ways, starting with screen

parameters, such as screen resolution, aspect ratio or pixel

density. Apart from screen differences, devices can run on

diverse operating systems, what has an influence on meth-

ods of user interface generation. To obtain uniform way of

defining user interface, client applications use common XML-

based protocol of screen definitions. First client application
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implementations were made for Windows Mobile and Google

Android platforms, and both use the same protocol for user

interface generation.

If the client application sends request to web service,

then it expects response containing description of elements,

which will be shown on the screen. Web service formats

responses in such a way, that it does not rely on mobile device

characteristics (screen parameters, operating system, etc.), thus

screen definition protocol is platform independent by design.

Therefore it is fundamental to transform every response to

representation suitable for given device. These operations are

performed by client’s presentation layer.

Discussed transformation of the response and the whole

user interface management itself involves some time overhead

noticeable to the user. For that matter, we applied double

buffering of user interface, which significantly improves screen

content replacement time. It can be described shortly as two

image buffers - first for current user interface content (visible

to the user) and second not visible at the moment. When

response from service is being processed, content of the first

buffer is displayed on the screen. While in the background

transformation of user interface is in progress. Eventually,

when processing finishes, buffers are swapped - second buffer

becomes the first one (is visible on the screen), and the first

buffer goes into the background.

Logic layer

Logic layer is a part of the system where messages from

services are processed to create user interface. Besides that

logic layer manages events fired by user interaction with

presentation layer.

Message processing means identifying type of response

contained in the message and executing adequate operation

depending on that type. There are three types of service

responses:

• response demanding from client application to create new

user interface and display completely new data on the

screen (whole application window has to be recreated),

• response demanding update of certain element on the

screen, i.e. change of any attribute of whichever element

(for example text or color substitution on chosen label),

• response demanding client application to invoke some

service with given parameters.

The message from service may contain several responses of

different types - this allows to receive many screen modifica-

tion or service invocation orders. Furthermore, messages can

include additional data affecting client application behavior -

metadata. Metadata can show message window, store tempo-

rary value on the device or even quit the application.

In addition to service response interpretation, logic layer

has to acquire the information about events fired by user

interactions (when and where was text entered, button pressed,

screen touched etc.). It’s essential, because process of sending

request from client application to service is executed as a

reaction to certain user action - as it was described in the

Figure 2. To control how application should react for user

interaction (make decision which services should be called and

with which parameters), the logic layer has to monitor every

event fired in the presentation layer. It indicates that logic

layer is responsible for interpreting user actions, formulating

requests to services linked with this actions and transferring

required information to communication layer, which connects

directly to appropriate services.

Communication layer

Communication layer is responsible for invocation of ser-

vices. As it was described in section III-B services are divided

into two types: web services and local services.

Web services are basically applications deployed in runtime

environment for web services, based on the SOA and having

the common REST-style interface as an access method.

On the other hand local services are services located phys-

ically on mobile device. Local services are similar to plugins

located e.g. in shared libraries, which can perform operations

on client application requests. They can serve as e.g. library

for device I/O operations or peripherals management - such

as barcode scanners, RFID transceivers, GPS receivers, etc.

To attach local service to the client application, one only has

to add new entry to the application configuration file. Usage

of local service does not require network connection (unless

it uses it). Besides standard synchronous invocation of web

services and local services, there is a possibility to invoke local

services asynchronously, what allows continuous processing

without waiting for response from service.

B. Update mechanism

To spare users and administrators contingent problems

related to updating version of application on every single

mobile device with the EMeH Platform, a mechanism called

Updater was created. It is an implementation of self-updating

application model, which utilizes a small update application

(Updater) to alter main client application. Every client appli-

cation before start uses this additional application to connect

to specially exposed web service containing all versions de-

scriptions to check whether there are any updates particular

for it’s device. If newer version of application or some local

services (created for certain device) are available, they are

automatically downloaded and installed on mobile device.

It guarantees consistency between all client applications on

every mobile device working within the EMeH Platform,

compatibility with all web services and simple maintenance

of versions in network with many different mobile devices.

V. WEB SERVICE ENVIRONMENT

Runtime environment of web services was created to pro-

vide web services with the set of common functionalities.

There are two general parts of the environment:

• web services, i.e. applications running in runtime envi-

ronment,

• preprocessing modules, providing web services with es-

sential system features, i.e. authentication etc.

Figure 4, discussed in detail below, presents these elements

with regard to control flow among them (marked with arrows).
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Fig. 4. Request processing flow

A. Common preprocessing modules

In web service environment, the following preprocessing

modules are implemented:

• module for controlling version of client application,

• user authentication module,

• state recovery module, used e.g. after mobile device

failure

Version control module verifies version of application in-

stalled on mobile device that connects to the web service

environment. It is important, because inconsistent versions

of client-side application and web service-side environment

can ensue unpredictable errors during communication. Every

request sent from client to web services contains informa-

tion about application version. If application version is not

compatible with web service environment version, then client

receives a response, which demands necessary updates to

be made. Afterwards, the updater application (see: IV-B) on

device downloads new version from the server and installs it

automatically.

After verification of the client application version, the

request is advanced to authentication module. SSL certifi-

cates are used to assure secure communication between client

and services. These certificates, installed on both sides of

connection, provide data encryption and identity verification

for both client application, and web service environment. To

positively pass authentication process, device certificate has to

be compatible with corresponding certificate of web service

environment.

State recovery module serves as mechanism of restoring

interrupted user session. Whereas logging to the system, state

recovery module checks whether previous user session was

terminated properly. Negative result means that there exists

high risk, that session was interrupted during users’ work,

hence module tries to recover it to the user. What is the

most important, session is associated to a specific user - not

to device which was used to send requests to web service

environment. It gives possibility to quickly end up working

on broken device and continue working on another, without

losing any effects of work.

B. Web service structure

Structure of web services working in runtime environment

can be divided into three main parts:

• REST interface used for communication,

• business logic of application,

• response generator for client application.

Every web service deployed in web service environment

can be accessed by clients via REST interface. REST is

architecture style for stateless communication using HTTP

protocol (or encrypted HTTPS) in the EMeH Platform. Ac-

cording to the REST principles, access to the service is

enabled by methods of HTTP protocol: GET, POST, PUT and

DELETE, meaning getting, creating, modifying and deleting

data respectively. Messages exchanged between clients and

web services have structure of XML documents as a result

of platform independent protocol described in section IV-A.

Business logic is the only element of web service environ-

ment which provides certain functionalities directly to client

applications. It defines specifications for client application:

which events caused by the user of application will be linked

to which services (web services as well as local services) and

how the result will be presented i.e. which elements will be

displayed on the screen. It is neither not dictated in any way,

nor limited, and it depends solely on the author’s concept—

communication with other available services, databases,

filesystem or server software is allowed. In other words, busi-

ness logic module of web service has strict influence on how

client-service interaction presented on Figure 2 will look like.

It is important, that all data prepared in business logic need

to be passed to the response generator module, because it

creates responses for mobile devices using platform indepen-

dent protocol. This module is responsible for transformation

of internal representation of data obtained from business

logic of web service into format comprehensible for client

applications and based on three types of responses discussed

in section IV-A.

VI. RELATED WORK

In the last decade m-healthcare systems have become a

popular subject of scientific researches [10], [3], [11]. Wide

spectrum of work constitutes systems for continuous moni-

toring of patients, what can be achieved by wearing special

devices [12]. Those systems are based on so-called Body

Area Networks [13]. This kind of network is dynamically

developing sector of IT, in which mobile devices are used

to e.g. monitor of vital signs [14] and report to a doctor every

potential threat for patient’s health [15].

Another issue, which is highlighted in the literature is

using mobile devices in everyday work of medical staff [16].

Attempts were made to use RFID or barcode technologies

to identify patients on hospital wards [17], [18], [19] or

medicaments in hospital pharmacy [20]. Mobile devices with

the GPS receivers were used to track elderly patients outside

hospitals [21], [22]. Wireless access to basic functions of

existing hospital information systems is also a big challenge
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[23]. Mobile devices are used as terminals for collecting

and viewing patient’s medical documentation [24] or to to

prescribe medicines [25], [26].

The SOA assures interoperability [27] and ease of data

exchange between separate medical systems [28]. In [29],

[30] the SOA-based e-healthcare systems were presented, [31]

contains description of the prototype SOA-based m-healthcare

system for cellular phones, whereas [32], [33] show attempts

to use REST interface in healthcare systems.

In the literature there were widely described thin-client

architecture [34], [35] and automatic generation of user in-

terface. There also appeared positions about adaptive user

interface [36], context-aware user interface [37] and dynamical

user interface [38], [35], however none of mentioned was

related to medical applications.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

This article presents a new m-healthcare platform, which

utilizes modern mobile devices for e-healthcare applications.

Among basic requirements for distributed system for mobile

devices the most important are: modularity, accessibility, scala-

bility and interoperability. Therefore platform was built using

service oriented architecture and the access to services was

assured by the RESTful interface, which enables stateless

communication over HTTP protocol.

The EMeH Platform combines features of the systems

mentioned in VI. It consists of client application and runtime

environment for web services. Client application is a thin-

client application with user interface generated dynamically

of data received from services. Services can be divided into

web services and local services. Web services are applications

settled in runtime environment, which ensures common mech-

anisms for authentication, version control and user session

recovery. On the other hand, local services are essentially

plugins available on mobile devices. The idea of services

located at client’s side arises as an interpretation of the SOA

paradigm in terms of a single mobile device. Local services are

capable of interacting with e.g. mobile device’s peripherals,

such as Bluetooth, RFID or barcode modules, thus can be

highly suitable for hospital information systems.

Great emphasis was put on ensuring interoperability of

the created platform. To use the EMeH Platform on mobile

device with other than Microsoft Windows Mobile or Google

Android operating systems installed, it is needed to implement

new client application for displaying user interfaces (defined

by services) in new system specific manner. However, com-

munication protocol and activity of services in web service

environment is universal for every mobile platform due to the

common RESTful interface of invoking services.

The EMeH Platform was implemented as a part of the

Hospital Information System Eskulap, Poznan University of

Technology, Poland [39]. In web service environment there

are already some fully implemented applications, e.g. mobile

dispensary in pharmacy or application for monitoring of pa-

tients on hospital wards, which currently are being performed

acceptance tests in hospitals. On mobile devices there are

available client application versions for Microsoft Windows

Mobile 5.0+ and Android 2.2+ operating systems.

In the future there will be more client applications im-

plemented to extend the scope of the platform on additional

operating systems, such as Apple iOS or Microsoft Windows

Phone 7. Besides that, there will be created a new tool for

graphical screen definition creation in web services. There

will be also implemented more web services for the EMeH

Platform, based on existing software of the Eskulap System.

Reason is that many of existing applications for desktop

computers could be easily extended by the access from mobile

devices, such as: laboratory, medical imaging or ambulance

service applications.
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